Hello Potential Corporate Partner!
Below we outline how this partnership works!

As a brand partner we want to let you know that Eshé Apparel. Co is dedicated to
minorities in the world. We are promoting a message of free education and inclusivity
for all through photography and apparel; and as a partner with us you are to uphold the
same standards as well.
All benefits of partnership are subject to the agreement that you as a Partner of
Eshé Apparel. Co will fulfill the following tasks:
1. Reposting of Eshé Apparel. Co content: Content affiliated and branded for our
partnership only is required. This means that if we are posting about how we are
partnering with you, it is expected you post as well; while using affiliated hashtags, etc.
2. It’s okay to need a social media content break; all we ask is that you communicate
when you need time or need support from our team to take over design and marketing of
our posts representing our partnership.
3. We expect that no information will be shared (unless given the go ahead) and hope to
keep this by simple agreement involving NDA procedures. If one is to break a contract,
your responsibility to us will be terminated, investigated, and possibly pursued by law
depending on circumstances. (NDA to be sent if Applicable for our partnership)

If you would like to proceed after reading these terms please send an email to
(esheapparelexperiences@gmail.com) containing the following:

1. Name/ Company Name:
2. Location:
3. Phone number, Email, Best way to contact

4. Company/ Individual Goal for our partnership: What would you like to achieve with us? Do
you have any community outreach you have done already? How can we serve in this
partnership to create or make ideas come together?
5. Why would you like to be a Partner of our Revolution in Clothing? How did you hear about
Eshe Apparel and our work in communities?

Some things to remember!
●
●
●

We will cover shipping costs of items we send to you to promote within our partnership.
If you do not agree with the terms in this form you Will Not be considered.
We want to work with you as soon as possible to schedule more time to create a
wonderful plan of execution, so we ask that you complete all forms in a timely manner to
ensure you are serviced properly. Thank you!

